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Oliver de Boys is a wealthy French gentleman 
who has inherited the large country estate that 
belonged to his father, old Sir Roland de Boys. He 
has two brothers: the middle one, Jaques (who 
in this production we never see - and is not to be 
confused with the other Jaques that we meet in 
the Forest of Arden) is away at University, perhaps 
in Paris; the youngest, who Oliver loathes and 
keeps idly at home is …

Orlando  de  Boys. He will fall in love with 
Rosalind and then meet her, disguised as 
the boy Ganymede, in the Forest. Their 
romance forms the main story of the play.  
 
 

Adam is old Sir Roland de Boys’ aged servant. 
He does his best to support Orlando in his 
adventures, but he is 80 years old and he 
nearly dies on his journey into the Forest! 

 

 
Charles is a professional Wrestler who 
entertains the Duke’s Court, often by 
breaking the bones of those who come to 
challenge him!

 
 

Duke Frederick is the ruler of the area of 
France in which the play is at first set. He is 
fairly newly in power, having usurped his 
elder brother, Duke Senior, and banished him.  

Duke Senior. The banished Duke is living 
in the Forest of Arden with a number of 
gentlemen of his court - Amiens and others 
- who have chosen to go into banishment 
with him. They have just lived through an 
uncomfortable winter. In this production 
the two Dukes are played by the same 
actor.

THE CHARACTERS
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Celia is Duke Frederick’s daughter, his only child.

Rosalind is Duke Senior’s daughter, kept 
at court by her uncle Frederick to keep her 
cousin Celia company. Rosalind and Celia 
have been brought up together and are 
firm friends, though what has happened 
between their fathers has put a strain on 
their relationship.

Touchstone is the professional Fool - or Clown 
- in Duke Frederick’s Court, though Frederick 
seems keener on brutal wrestling matches than 
comedy. When he goes into the Forest with 
Rosalind and Celia he can no longer work as 
a Fool, and dislikes the rural life. However, he 
meets Audrey and plans a wedding of sorts in 
the woods. Shakespeare’s Court Fools would very 
often be able to sing and play an instrument. In 

this production Touchstone plays a ‘banjolele’ - a cross between a 
banjo and a ukelele. 

Le Beau is a gentleman in Frederick’s court, 
famous for being a gossip.

Corin is a shepherd in the Forest of Arden. He 
owns no property but works for ‘the old Carlot’, 
who we never see, and who has put his farm up 
for sale - so Corin might soon be out of a job.

Silvius is a young shepherd, who has 
earned enough money to consider buying 
the ‘old Carlot’s’ farm and sheep, but his 
passion for Phebe has put all such business 
out of his mind. 
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Phebe is the shepherdess pursued - at first 
unsuccessfully - by Silvius.

Jaques is a member of Duke Senior’s band of 
exiles. He affects the ‘melancholy’ style that 
was something of a fashion in Shakespeare’s 
time. His background is shadowy, but it seems 
he has been a libertine. He may have paid 
the price, in that he may have contracted the 
sexually-transmitted diseases of the time. 
Actors who play him often feel that he has 
been hurt by one or more unhappy love-
affairs. He has one of the most famous speeches in Shakespeare - the 
‘seven ages of man’.

Audrey & William. Audrey is a 
goatherd, and William a farm labourer. 
They have a relationship of some 
kind, but it is up to each company 
in rehearsal to decide whether or 
not Audrey has ‘promised’ herself to 
William and is therefore breaking her 
promise by taking up with Touchstone.

Sir Oliver Martext claims to be a vicar. He 
may be so, or he may be a fraud! His title ‘Sir’ 
was often used of priests in the church in 
Shakespeare’s time. It does not mean he has 
been ‘knighted’.
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THE STORY BEGINS …

In our Tobacco Factory production we set the action in the 
1930s, first on Oliver de Boys’ country estate in France, then at 
the Court of Duke Frederick, then in Arden Forest. 

Sir Rowland de Boys has died, and his house and lands have 
been inherited by Oliver, his eldest son. Oliver was instructed 
by his father’s will to take good care of his youngest brother, 
Orlando, but he has failed to do so. He has denied him a 
gentleman’s education and training, instead treating him like 
a servant. 

Charles, the wrestler in the court of Duke Frederick, has 
issued a challenge to all-comers to fight him. He comes 
to Oliver to advise him that Orlando is one of those who 
have accepted the challenge. He urges Oliver to dissuade 
Orlando from this, explaining that he will be fighting for his 
reputation, and so not able to ‘go soft’ on the young man. 
But Oliver invites him to ‘break Orlando’s neck’ if he wishes, in 
turn warning him that Orlando is ‘villainous’ and, if he loses 
the fight, will try to kill Charles by any means possible. 

At Court, Duke Frederick has usurped his elder brother, Duke 
Senior, and banished him. Senior has fled to the Forest of 
Arden, where he is living off the land with a band of loyal 
followers. Duke Frederick has allowed Senior’s daughter, 
Rosalind, to remain at court because of her close friendship 
with his own daughter, Celia. 

Rosalind is depressed and unhappy about her father’s 
banishment. Her cousin Celia urges her to ‘be merry’ and 
they begin to talk of falling in love. Then they hear from Le 
Beau of the wrestling matches that are happening and they 
go to watch the last challenger (Orlando) try his luck.
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Orlando defeats Charles in the wrestling match. Duke 
Frederick at first congratulates him, but when he discovers 
that he is the son of Sir Rowland de Boys he grows cold and 
marches out. To make up for his rudeness both Rosalind and 
Celia go to Orlando to praise his victory. Almost in an instant 
Rosalind and Orlando fall in love, though love reduces 
Orlando to complete silence. He is then warned by Le Beau 
to leave the Court.

Rosalind confesses her love to Celia, but their talk is invaded 
by Duke Frederick who is in a rage. He orders Rosalind to 
leave the Court or be put to death. To Celia he explains that 
Rosalind is too popular, that she outshines Celia in the public 
imagination and so must be banished.

Celia is angry and upset and proposes to Rosalind that they 
both flee the Court, to take refuge with Rosalind’s father 
in the Forest of Arden. For safety’s sake, they decide that 
Rosalind should dress as a man - named ‘Ganymede’ - and 
Celia change her fine clothes for poor ones and call herself 
‘Aliena’. They decide to take Touchstone, the Court Fool, with 
them for company.

Meanwhile, Orlando returns home from the wrestling, to be 
warned by the old servant, Adam, that Oliver has planned 
to burn down his lodging that night, with Orlando in it! So 
Orlando and Adam also leave their home for the safety of the 
Forest.

After hard and exhausting 
travelling, Ganymede 
(Rosalind), Aliena (Celia) and 
Touchstone will arrive in 
Arden, where they will meet 
the Shepherd, Corin, and buy 
the farm that Corin’s master 
has put up for sale. Similarly 
tired and hungry, Orlando 
and Adam will encounter 
Duke Senior and his men, 
and after first assuming 
them to be criminals, they 
will be welcomed and 
offered food and drink.

Will Rosalind and Orlando 
meet? And what will happen 
if they do?

We won’t spoil the story by telling you more! ❚
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ARDEN FOREST AND ITS SHEPHERDS
Shakespeare - who rarely invented his own stories but 
borrowed them from other writers - took the story of As 
You Like It from a romantic tale written in prose by his 
Elizabethan contemporary, Thomas Lodge. Lodge’s Rosalynde 
is clearly set in France. His heroine’s uncle is not a Duke, but 
the King of France and his Forest of Arden is probably either 
part of the Ardennes Forest (which reaches into Northern 
France from Luxembourg, Belgium and Germany) or a much 
lesser known Arden close to Bordeaux.

Shakespeare’s play certainly begins in France - in the first 
scene Oliver says of Orlando that he “is the stubbornest 
young fellow of France” - but most commentators agree 
that when the action moves from the Court to the Forest 
Shakespeare is thinking more of the Arden Forest of his own 
native Warwickshire. 

This doesn’t mean that Rosalind, Celia, Orlando 
and Adam have all caught a boat from Calais, 
then journeyed up through Kent, through 
London and on to the Midlands. We mustn’t 
take things as literally as that. Actually it doesn’t 
so much matter whether we are in France or 
Warwickshire; when we learn that Oliver has 
been threatened by a lion, or that Corin’s cottage 
is “fenc’d about with olive trees” Shakespeare is 
probably imagining neither France nor England, 
but classical Greece. 

Why? What has classical Greece got to do with 
it? And, also, why - in a forest - are there so many 
shepherds? Surely sheep graze on open pasture, 
not among trees?  ❚

THE FOREST & ARCADIA
To answer the simplest question first: though to us ‘forest’ 
simply means a lot of trees, in Shakespeare’s time the word 
could refer to an area of land set aside for hunting (often 
by the King), or almost any kind of wilderness, or an area of 
both woodland and open pasture. By Shakespeare’s time 
his own forest of Arden had been largely felled and turned 
over to farming. In the play there is clearly both woodland, in 
which the Duke and his band take refuge, and open pasture 
where Corin and Silvius tend their sheep.
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The connection 
with ancient 
Greece is even 
stranger to most 
of us. There was 
a remote area 
of Greece, in the 
Pelepponese 
region, known as 
‘Arcadia’, which 
was celebrated 
for the supposed 
simplicity and honesty of its life, free of the corrupt manners 
of the city. It was without great wealth, yet it enjoyed nature’s 

gifts in abundant food, a fine climate and a 
beautiful landscape. At the centre of this life were 
the Shepherds, whom the poets of the Ancient 
World imagine as poets themselves. They sit on 
grassy knolls, or by babbling brooks, on sunlit 
May mornings, playing on pipes and talking of 
love while their grateful sheep safely graze. They 
are remarkably well educated, and they rarely 
seem to work. Their life is, you might say, an 
urban fantasy of country life, the only shadow 
commonly passing over them being misfortunes 
in love. 

This classical theme was popular with 
Shakespeare and his contemporaries, so much 
so that a wealthy Elizabethan’s library would be 
full of works, in prose and poetry, that would 
be set in ‘Arcadia’ 

or in places modelled on it. 
But it was not all a matter of 
fancy, or sentiment. Arcadia 
could be used as a disguise 
for political comment or satire 
directed at the corruption of 
the Elizabethan Court.

To give you a taste of the 
shepherd theme in Elizabethan 
poetry here are two well 
known poems, the first 
enjoying the Arcadian dream, 
the second calling it into 
question:

pas·tor·al  (păs’tər-əl, pă-stôr’-, -sto ̄r’-) adj. 
Of or relating to shepherds or herders. Of, 
relating to, or used for animal husbandry. 
Of or relating to the country or country 
life; rural. Charmingly simple and serene; 
idyllic. Of, relating to, or being a literary 
or other artistic work that portrays or 
evokes rural life, usually in an idealized 
way. Music: a pastorale.

[Middle English, from Old French, from 
Latin pāstōrālis, from pāstor, shepherd]
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The Nymph’s Reply

If all the world and love were young 
And truth in every shepherd’s tongue 

These pretty pleasures might me move 
To live with thee and be thy love.

Time drives the flocks from field to fold 
When rivers rage and rocks grow cold 

And Philomel becometh dumb. 
The rest complains of cares to come.

The flowers do fade and wanton fields 
To wayward winter reckoning yields. 

A honey tongue, a heart of gall 
Is fancy’s spring, but sorrow’s fall.

Thy gowns, thy shoes, thy beds of roses, 
Thy cap, thy kirtle and thy posies 

Soon break, soon wither, soon forgotten – 
In folly ripe, in reason rotten.

Thy belt of straw and ivy buds, 
Thy coral clasps and amber studs, 

All these in me no means can move 
To come to thee and be thy love.

But could youth last and love still breed, 
Had joys no date nor age no need, 

Then these delights my mind might move 
To live with thee and be thy love.

Sir Walter Raleigh

The Passionate Shepherd  
to his Love

Come live with me and be my love 
And we will all the pleasures prove 
That valleys, groves, hills and fields, 

Woods or steepy mountain yields.

And we will sit upon the rocks 
Seeing the shepherds feed their flocks 

By shallow rivers to whose falls 
Melodious birds sing madrigals.

And I will make thee beds of roses 
And a thousand fragrant posies, 

A cap of flowers and a kirtle 
Embroider’d all with leaves of myrtle,

A gown made of the finest wool 
Which from our pretty lambs we pull, 

Fair lined slippers from the cold 
With buckles of the purest gold,

A belt of straw and ivy buds 
With coral clasps and amber studs. 

And if these pleasures may thee move 
Come live with me and be my love.

The shepherd swains shall dance and sing 
For thy delight each May morning. 

If these delights thy mind may move 
Then live with me and be my love.

Christopher Marlowe 

Marlowe: detail from anonymous portrait (1585), believed to be Christopher Marlowe - Corpus Christi College, 
Cambridge. Raleigh: Montgomery’s The Beginner’s American History (1904). 
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And here is a short excerpt from Rosalynde by 
Thomas Lodge. It describes the moment when 
Rosalynde and Alinda (Shakespeare’s Celia/
Aliena) first come across the shepherds, Corydon 
(Shakespeare’s Corin) and Montanus (Shakespeare’s 
Silvius):

… they rose up, and marched forward till towards the 
even, and then coming into a fair valley, compassed 
with mountains, whereon grew many pleasant 
shrubs, they might descry where two flocks of sheep 
did feed. Then, looking about, they might perceive 
where an old shepherd sat, and with him a young 
swaine, under a covert most pleasantly situated. The 
ground where they sat was diapered with Flora’s 
riches, as if she meant to wrap Tellus in the glory of 
her vestments: round about in the form of an am-
phitheatre were most curiously planted pine trees, 
interseamed with limons and citrons, which with the 
thickness of their boughs so shadowed the place, 
that Phoebus could not pry into the secret of that 
arbor; so united were the tops with so thick a closure, 
that Venus might there in her jollity have dallied 
unseen with her dearest paramour. Fast by, to make 
the place more gorgeous, was there a fount so crys-
talline and clear, that it seemed Diana with her Dry-
ades and Hamadryades had that spring, as the secret 
of all their bathings. In this glorious arbor sat these 
two shepherds, seeing their sheep feed, playing on 
their pipes many pleasant tunes, and from music and 
melody falling into much amorous chat.  
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WHY DOES 
ROSALIND 
WAIT?
When Rosalind and 
Orlando first meet 
in the Forest, why 
does she not tell 
him straightaway 
who she is? We, the 
audience, know that 
she has fallen in love 
with him, and that 
Orlando has fallen in love with her. Surely, she could just tell 
him “I am dressed as a boy because my disguise helped us 
escape from the court and travel to the forest safely - but I 
really am Rosalind! And my ‘sister’, Aliena, is really my cousin 
Celia who you met with me after the wrestling match.” 

Of course, if she did say all that at that moment, the play 
would be as good as over half way through. But that cannot 
be the only reason why Shakespeare decided she should stay 
in disguise.

One reason might be that she is not 
convinced that Orlando is really in love 
with her. After all, they have only met 
very, very briefly. Perhaps he is just ‘in 
love with being in love’, passing his time 
in his new life in the Forest by indulging 
a dream of being in love with a beautiful 
young woman that he has no reason to 
believe he will ever meet again.

And his idea of love seems to be very 
conventional. The Rosalind he writes 
poems about is perfect in every respect, 
a goddess rather than a human being. 

So perhaps Rosalind decides that she must educate Orlando 
about love, and in doing so make love-relationships seem 
much more difficult and demanding, to see if he really is in 
earnest and so really deserves to marry her.

There is another interpretation that does not contradict 
that but adds another layer and makes the play much more 
interesting. Perhaps Rosalind is exploring herself as much 
as Orlando. Falling in love can be exciting and wonderful, 
but it can also be alarming. Suddenly your whole world can 
seem focused on another person. Does he/she feel the same 
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way as I do?  Will this love be ‘for ever’ or just for a few weeks 
or months? Will he/she tire of me, or be unfaithful to me? 
Will I tire of him/her, or be unfaithful myself? How long can 
romantic passion last? How will each of us behave - as we say 
- ten years down the line?

And finally, there is yet another layer we could add. Love can 
be profoundly disorienting, too. Rosalind says to Celia “that 
thou didst know how many fathom deep I am in love”. That 
is a way of saying how intensely she loves Orlando, but it is 
also an image of drowning in love. A few lines later she says 
“I’ll tell thee, Aliena, I cannot be out of the sight of Orlando”. 
That may just be a way of saying “I can’t stand being parted 
from him”, but if the actress puts a little space in the middle 
of the sentence: “I cannot be | out of the sight of Orlando” 
then she is talking about her identity. Without Orlando she 
feels she does not exist, is not in control of herself, is no 
longer an independent spirit. These are overwhelming, and 
sometimes bewildering feelings that make the experience of 
love difficult and troubling as well as ecstatic. 

Perhaps that is why the game of love she plays with Orlando 
she feels to be necessary and important - and not merely 
teasing fun?  ❚
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FOREST TRANSFORMATIONS
In the Forest Rosalind appears as the young man, Ganymede, 
and Celia as the shepherdess, Aliena. But are there other 
transformations? Is there anyone from the City who is not 
changed by their experiences in the Forest?

What about Touchstone? Who does Audrey think she is 
marrying - a Court Fool, or a Court Gentleman? Does she 
know the difference? Does she care? Is Touchstone trying to 
deceive her in order to get her into bed?

What about Oliver? He has gone into Arden to find his 
brother, to turn him over to Duke Frederick. But what 
happens to him?

And Duke Frederick himself? Is his ‘conversion’ just a quick 
way of engineering a happy ending to Duke Senior’s story, 
or should we give it credit for being a little better than that? 
Why does a journey into the wilderness bring about so much 
change?  ❚

Can you think of any other plays by Shakespeare - or any 
other works of fiction by any author - in which characters, 
by being wrenched out of their normal contexts, change 
their lives?
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design

Costume drawings by designer Harriet de Winton
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CAST
Orlando Jack Wharrier
Adam  Paul Nicholson
Oliver & Lord Matthew Thomas
Dennis, Lord & Silvius Ben Tolley
Charles, Lord & William Peter Basham
Celia Daisy May
Rosalind Dorothea Myer-Bennett
Touchstone Vic Llewellyn
Le Beau & Martext Vincenzo Pellegrino
Duke Frederick & Duke Senior Chris Bianchi
Hisperia & Audrey Hannah Lee
Soldier & Phebe Sophie Whittaker
Lord & Amiens Offue Okegbe
Lord & Corin Alan Coveney
Lord & Jaques Paul Currier

PRODUCTION 
Director Andrew Hilton
Assistant Director Nicholas Finegan
Designer Harriet de Winton
Costume Supervisor Jane Tooze
Wardrobe Mistress Victoria Aylwin
Composer & Sound Designer Elizabeth Purnell
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